The o(l) condition for S-r depends on the weak L 1 norm, defined by We present an elementary structural property of Wo, and then show by example that (A) There exist Mo-sets p carrying no measure ^ =^ 0 in W^. The sets F are defined by a purely metrical property, and they need not be especially small. Their construction is based on an idea from the theory of divergent Fourier series [31, Chapter VIII].
00
(B) The set F^ of all sums ^ ±9 m (0<6 <l/2) carries o a measure X ^= 0 in W^, provided Fg is an M^-set.
To elucidate example (B) and the next one we recall that Ff ails to be an Mo-set (or even an M-set) unless ^ GR, where î s the Bernoulli convolution carried by F^ and that ^ G R except for certain algebraic numbers 0 [311, p. 147-156]. Therefore the next example is somewhat unexpected.
(C) When 0 < 6 < 1/2, then ^ W^ , in fact l|ST(^)ll^>c(0)>0 for large T > 0. We observe in passing that ^ is not known to be singular for 1/2 < 6 < 1 except when ^ f. R, e.g., for 9-1 =(1 +^/5)/2.
1.
From the weak estimate for Sj. it is clear that WQ is normclosed in the space of all measures. We shall prove that when jn E Wâ nd V/ G C 1 H L°°, then V/^i € Wg ; consequently the same is true if only V/ G L 1 (/x). We need two lemmas; the first was already used implicitly. -^+1 then yi^ds IISfc -S^JI^ -^ 0. This means that
Proof. -Since /x can be approximated in norm by measureŝ £ R, each of compact support, we can suppose that ^ itself has compact support, say \t\ < a. Now S^(
is jointly continuous. This is sufficient to obtain the uniform convergence claimed.
For j x | > a 4-1 we write
with a(;c, /) = x(^ -x)~1 ; now |a| < a + 1 and 
Examples.
I. Let F be a compact set in (-°0, 00 ), 0 < a < 1, (e) a sequence decreasing to 0; for each /, let F = U Fj^, where
Then F carries no probability measure jn in Wo (and hence no signed measure ^ =^= 0 in W^).
We define the following property of a number j3 in [0,1), relative to fi and the sequence of partitions F = U F^ : (**) The total jn-measure of the sets Fj^, such that JLI(FQ > e? , tends to 0, as / -> + oo.
Plainly j8 = 0 has property (**), because /i, being an element of R, can have no discontinuities. We shall prove that if j3 has property (**), and 0 < j8 < a, then 7 = p + (1 -a)/2 has property (**). This leads to a contradiction as soon as 7>a, since the number of sets Fj^ =^ 0 is OCe" 0 ').
Assuming that j3 has property (**), we form X = X., by omitting from F^ the intervals F^ of /^-measure > e?. By Kolmogorov's estimate, HS^.)!!;
18 ->0, as /-^+00 and T-^+00, in-/ * dependently. Let now denote an integral over the domain
The first of these is obvious; the second is obtained by packing the subsets Fj^ as close to x as is consistent with the condition rf(F^,F,)>e;. The number X(F^) 6° lies between e^ and er^; we note that ft + a > a, and 7 4-a = 3/4 + 7 a/4 < 1 . Moreover 6^^=0(1), while e^r^F^)^--"+oo.
For each k in question, the Lebesgue measure of S{ is asymptotically cX(F^) e^, and the different sets are disjoint, because Wk)eJ = o(ep. We shall prove that IS^)) > c'e-0 for a certain c' > 0, with T = ^-T --)-+ oo. This wUl prove that the total /i-measure of the subsets F^, such that e7 < e. < e? , is o(l). To complete our example, we must present a set F that is also an M^-set. This is known for various M^-sets, but seems to occur explicitly in [1] : there exists a closed set EC [0,1] and a sequence of integers N^ --> 4-oo such that
The mapping y = e x transforms E onto an M^-set.
Then y(E) is covered by intervals of length < 2^N^2, whose distances are at least (N^1 -2N^ 2 ).
In the remaining examples it is occasionally convenient to write S^(y) in place of S^(y , jn), when ^ = ^ .
II. We present example (C) first, because (B) is based on an improvement in one of the inequalities used in (C). 
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for suitable test functions /; for example, this is true if / and / are integrable. Since /x is singular, we can find a test function /, such that 11/H^ < 1 and | [f(x) ^(dx)[ > 2c^ + 2c^1. Hence max |DT(^)| > 2c3 + 2c^1 for large T, say for T > T^ . Let T > 0~1 To , and let n > 0 be chosen so that T* = e^1 T satisfies the inequalities T^ < T* < 0-1 To . Suppose that
But it is easy to see that the set of x's in question has measure at least c^O", because To < T* < e-^To, and the functions D, have derivatives bounded by O-2^. Hence HD^)^* > c^c^.
III. The example (B) requires a complicated construction, but relies in essence on small improvements on estimates already used. To estimate Sj.(/x,A:) we divide the range of integration into the subsets {|x-r|<T-1 } and {^x-t^>^T-l }. The second yields an integral CKT 1 -0 '), by the Holder condition, and the first yields T.OCT" 0 ') = OfT 1 " 0 ') for the same reason (and the inequality ID^KT).
We give another estimate on S^ (x, p.) for large T, supposing that ^GR. 
